During the summer of 1989, the Forecast
This occurs because linear models provide robust prediction systems and they are perfectly consistent, whereas human judges are not.
This equation was easier to develop and simpler than the other expert system models in the study in three ways: (1) the equations are based only on a subset of the variables used by the other systems; The AI portion of the system is invoked to modify the maximum intensity in each threat area. This is done by first preparing a chart depicting various cloud and precipitation p atterns at the initial a nalysis time. The maximum thr eats are then modified on the basi s of occurrence of certain cloud and precipi � ation types.
SWIFT outputs c ha r ts of the geographical area covered with forecasts of maximum daily thunderstorm seve rity for each region and in dicat es areas of like l y storm initiation. SWIFT then outputs severe weather boxes w ith a maximum daily thunderstorm intensity as produced by th e rules applie d in the AI portion of the system. SWIFT also produces a verbal forecast fo r each severe weather box that explains why the maximum severity was modified from the algorithmic calculation. SWAP has a static database made up of rules pertaining to five indices computed from the Denver mor ning sounding .
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To tr igg er a rule, the index value must lie in the range favoring a particular h ypot hesi s.
Three hypotheses, corresponding to the three fore cast categories, were tested independently, and probabilities assigned to each hypothesis were calculated from confidence factors assigned to each tr iggered rule .
SWAP is a "self lear ning" program similar to GOPAD.
SWAP uses a dyn amic data base of confidence factors based on each ind ex's past success at forecasting se vere, significant, and nonsignificant weather.
If an index value indicates the correct forecast on a given day, it is rewarded with a d ditio na l weight. Some weight is re moved if the index's forecast is not correct.
Along with probability forecasts, the program produces a histogram that is based on the confidence factors asso c iat ed with each index plus an indication of which hypoth esi s each index validated. Fo rec as t regions for SHOOTOUT-89.
EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
SHOOTOUT-89 runs from mid-May until mid August, 1989.
Each we ekday of the exercise, each syste m (with the few exceptions noted below) generates for ec asts of the mutually exclusiv e and exhaustive p robabili ties of o. SUMMARY
The goal of SHOOTOUT-89 is to provide AI system designers with feedback with which they can des ign systems that will contribute us ef ully to the overall forecast process. We will present some init i al evaluation results
at the Workshop.
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